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Take a look at the laying 
video on youtube!

Keyword : „Trenovo“
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Design-Vorderkante DV

Timber & Tile - TT - R9Timber - T - R10

Solution surface
trenovo product information

Homeline Solution

Homeline Solution by trenovo sets new standards in the field of stair renovation.

Leading national and international fl ooring manufacturers have been using this innovative surface in their fl ooring collection for 

quite some time.

We as a manufacturer follow this market penetrating trend!

Sustainability and healthy building are becoming increasingly important. Thanks to ecological coating Proflex 3D surface covering 

is free of PVC multi-layer composite, the surface is extremely hard-wearing, robust and easy to clean. Thanks to the multi-layer 

composite, trenovo step coverings are both elastic and warm to the feet. This increases walking comfort on the stairs, the adjacent 

corridor areas and ensures quiet and better acoustics in the staircase area. The slipresistant surface provides a pleasant and safe 

walking feeling. The 3D-effect of the decor gives the surface a deep and distinct decorative sharpness. As a result, it comes very 

close to natural materials such as wood and cement and looks absolutely authentic.

Authentic surface
High-quality decor has authentic surface structures that cannot be distinguished from natural materials by the naked eye. Even 

wood grains are imitated naturally. These materials, whether in wood, vinyl, laminate or stone look, immediately outdo the natural 

alternatives in many ways. On the one hand, through the safety aspect with R10 slip-resistant coating and the solid wood core, 

which guarantees maximum stability from the inside out. (according to the German Institute for Stair Safety). On the other hand, 

however, also through the pure look, because the material has no colour interruptions in the area of the front edge.

T TT
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healthy living
harmless to health, because free from PVC,
chlorine and plasticizers

easy on the joints
thanks to elastic surface

silent
high-quality materials reduce room and impact
sound

warm to the feet
pleasantly warm and comfortable for an optimal
walk feeling

hard-wearing
because of multi-layer-composite

easy-care
dirt-resistant, easy and quick to clean

antistatic
no unpleasant surprises or electrostatic
discharges

True to our motto: 

Stairs in perfection!

Solution surface
trenovo product information

Healthy living surface
Healthy nutrition and healthy living have long since arrived in society. We follow 

and promote this trend with our Solution Program. We use the coating product 

Proflex 3D, which our partner Schattdecor has developed for low-emission mul-

ti-layer modular flooring systems. This means no PVC, no chlorine, no plasticizers 

– neither for the stairs, nor for the floor or the accessories.

Everything from a single source
All components of the trenovo staircase systems offer you a com-

plete solution with absolutely decorative materials. Matching the 

system, we manufacture material-identical flooring, large-for-

mat decorative panel and various strips. This is the only way 

we can ensure that everything is from a single source, from the 

entrance to the stairs to the platform surface to the further floor 

area.
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Solution step elements 
trenovo product information

Homeline Solution step elements - product range

• steps in 5 lengths / Verschnitt optimiert

• steps in 4 depths / alle Möglichkeiten

• laminate

• laminate skirting

• decorative panels

Whether concrete stairs or wooden stairs, they all lose their beauty and safety due to years of intensive use.

For this reason, it is recommended to renovate your staircase. Ideally suited are our homeline solution step elements, which takes 

the aspects of beauty, thanks to the decor selection and feel, as well as safety by means of pronounced slip resistance. Thanks 

to our extensive range, you can redesign spiral, straight and stairs with intermediate platforms. With our 12 exclusive solution 

decors, you have the opportunity to bring your current living trend to the stairs. Decor-identical accessories such as flooring and 

decorative panels also give you a variety of applications in the design of the adjacent floodplains.



Product used: Concrete grey PRO
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Product used: Concrete grey PRO
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Product used:  Oak dark smoked
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Product used: Sand oak
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Product used:  Tyrol oak



Product used: Sandeiche

1212

Product used: Tyrol oak
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AFL laminate skirting

Side panel for
open steps

Small corner fillet for open
rises or other cutting edges

Color identical sillicone

Corner fillet for the step 
bottom and installation aid

Stabilisation profile and installation glue

Riser in 5 lengths

Steps in 5 lengths
and 4 depths

LED-board

Grand corner fillet for hiding the wall strings

LED-stainless steel spot

Landing step with UNICLIC

Staircase system - solution

Living rooms
with intensive use

Suitable for commercial areas with
general use

Traffic category All trenovo homeline staircases meet the requirements norm EN 16511

*in residential areas

impact 
sound

Impact
resistant

Resistant
against 
impact 
stress

Coulour-
fast

Stain
resistant

Suitable for
use on 

underfloor
heating

(warm water
systems)

Anti-slip
surface R10

Wiping strip
Wall strip

Landing laminate with UNICLIC

U-profile for outer skirting

Stringer 
board
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Decors

Fjord oak - Decor-no.: 1317

Sand oak - Decor-no.: 1316

Country house oak - Decor-no.: 1321 Tyrol oak - Decor-no.: 1336

Nordland oak  - Decor-no.: 1337

Oak bleached - Decor-no.: 1335

Castle oak - Decor-no.: 1320 Oak dark smoked - Decor-no.: 1334

TTT

T T

TT T

T T

Timber - T - R10
Timber & Tile - TT - R9
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Concrete grey PRO - Decor-no.: 1340 Concrete anthracite PRO - Decor-no.: 1341

Loft light - Decor-no.: 1339 Loft grey- Decor-no.: 1338

Design-front edge DV

TT TT

TT TT

Steps in 5 lengths

Concrete reproductions
Wood reproductions
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Solution Stufenelemente
trenovo Impressionen
Solution Block steps
trenovo product information

Homeline Solution block steps - product range

Precisely according to your templates or electronic data, we manufacture the complete steps in an assembly-friendly manner. It 

does not matter whether it is a straight or a drawn step. Whether corner cut-out or rounding. All components are ready for assem-

bly, from the staircase entrance to the landing to the stair exit.

For a long time, the staircase was only a functional object and served as a connection between two or more floors. This has ch-

anged drastically in the meantime. Whether new construction or after renovation, the staircase plays an important role in interior 

design. The staircase is the calling card of her house. Often it is the first thing you see when you enter the property and the last 

thing you see when you leave it. Thus, the staircase is of particular importance.

These steps are produced in the usual “trenovo homeline” quality with authentic surfaces according to your specifications. This 

allows you to adapt the stairs to their individual ideas and the current living ambience.

Block steps made of wood are simply more beautiful, more ecological and, above all, healthy to live with. 
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Product used:  Country house oak

Two-rail staircase
trenovo impressions
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Product used: Oak bleached

HPL thin-wall staircase
trenovo impressions



HPL thin-wall staircase
trenovo impressions
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Product used: Castle oak
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Mortised stringer staircase
trenovo impressions

20

Product used: Sand oak
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Product used: Oak dark smoked

Concrete stairs
trenovo impressions
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Verwendetes Produkt Castle oak

Mortised stringer staircase
trenovo impressions



Folded plate staircase
trenovo impressions
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Product used:  Sand oak
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Product used: Country house oak

HPL thin-wall staircase
trenovo impressions
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Product used:  Tyrol Oak

Harp staircase
trenovo impressions
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Product used:  Loft light

Flat steel stairs
trenovo impressions
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Upon request, we can install a high-quality aluminum keder in 
the step. Especially with the dark decors, this adds to a better 
perception and optical separation.

Exact fit according to your specifications (DXF/DWG -file or
template),  we produce different step formats easy to 
assemble.

Stepline and a variety of options .....
Decorative identical flooring, large-format decorative panels and moldings will help you realize your living dreams.

Adjacent ground surfaces are covered with
floor with identical decor, so that the design 
continues smoothly and blends into a large whole.

From  start of the staircase to the landing up to the 
stairway exit, all components are ready for assembly.
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Staircase system - Solution block steps

Brain wood optics

Radius 6mm

Slip resistance R9/R10

Safety due to solid 
natural wood core

No optical breaking in the area 
of the leading edge

45 mm

Uncompromisingly good ...

Besides quality, two points are of major importance to us!

Optics/Design :

- An absolutely authentic-looking surface sets standards through brilliant decor depth and haptics.

- From the tread to the front edge up to the underside, all steps have a continuous surface.

- The shapely and secure leading layout design fits into the design concept of the staircase.

- Edges on the sides in end-grain look provide a perfect finish. 

Safety :

- safe and pleasant use due to a 6 mm radius at the front edge of the step

- continuous, full-surface slip resistance R9/R10

- increased resistance to breaking due to solid natural wood core, total thickness 45 mm

– prevents unpleasant creaking with inserted mortised stringer staircase

impact 
noise

Impact
resistant

Resistance 
to shock 

loads

Suitable for
use on 

underfloor
heating

(warm water
systems)

Living rooms
with intensive use

Suitable for commercial areas with
general use

Traffic category

*in residential areas

All trenovo homeline staircases meet the requirements of laminate norn EN 13329

Anti-slip
surface R10

Stain
resistant

Coulour-
fast
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More climate protection thanks to sustainable timber 

construction

In sustainable construction with wood, spruce from sustainable 

forestry is primarily used. In Germany, the principle of sustain-

able forestry is practiced so maturely that the forests in this 

country continue to grow every year. The average annual use of 

wood is around 76 million cubic metres of raw wood, while the 

forest stock grows back by around 120 million cubic metres of 

wood every year. Thus, more wood remains in the forests than 

is felled.

Structure of a block board

Rod or rod plywood board (according to DIN 68705-2)

are also called block board. The block board is also referred to 

as rod plywood. Block boards have the advantage of stiffness 

and dimensional stability. They have a low weight and a high 

stamina. The middle layers are usually made of light European 

wood species such as .B spruce or fir.

Depending on the intended use, different designs can be used 

as a top layer.

Healthy living

How much glue is used for the production of a wood-based 

panel is an indicator of the risk of environmental pollution. 

The block board shows the lowest glue content and thus the 

best environmental compatibility. The proportion of solid, living 

wood is therefore significantly higher – and the proportion of 

added chemicals is all the lower!

Advantages of a block board
• Sustainability
• Low weight with high dimensional stability
• Enormous bending resistanc
• Good  Stamina
• High loadbearing capability
• Screw strength

135-fold

32

SWL-Block boardMDFChip

The bulk density of a wood-based material is the ratio of the 

mass to its volume, and thus representative of its weight. This 

key figure is the most important indicator of the properties of 

a material and therefore enormously important for consumers/

processors. MDF carries 3-fold of the weight, the chipboard 

2-fold and the block board‘s top up to 135-fold its own weight!

Thus, our block board has a significant increase in stability 

despite the significantly lower weight!

3-fold structure

source:  www.s-w-l.com

cover plate

cover plate

middle plate
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Decors

TTT

T T

TT T

T T

Timber - T - R10
Timber & Tile - TT - R9

Fjord oak - Decor-no.: 1317

Sand oak - Decor-no.: 1316

Country house oak - Decor-no.: 1321 Tyrol oak - Decor-no.: 1336

Nordland oak  - Decor-no.: 1337

Oak bleached - Decor-no.: 1335

Castle oak - Decor-no.: 1320 Oak dark smoked - Decor-no.: 1334
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Create free additional capacities through 
ready-to-assemble steps!

TT TT

TT TT

Version in different lengths

Concrete grey PRO - Decor-no.: 1340 Concrete anthracite PRO - Decor-no.: 1341

Loft light - Decor-no.: 1339 Loft grey- Decor-no.: 1338

Concrete reproductions
Wood reproductions
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Homeline Laminate

The system offers you a wide range of options. 

For over two decades, we have been using this layer material to produce decorative stair elements. As it is standard practice at
trenovo, all the articles belonging to the laminate system are also identical in terms of decor.

This is the only way we can ensure that from the start of the staircase through the landing up to the stair tread, everything
is from one cast. Of course, this also includes the floor for the adjoining corridor. As with all Trenovo systems, we reduce the
risk of falls on stairs with a slip resistance of R10. This is how Trenovo thanks to  ensures safety on stairs!
Thanks to the 3D depth structure, Trenovo contributes to safety on stairs!

Laminate step elements
trenovo impressions

Concrete reproductions
Wood reproductions

Wood Wo - R10 Stone St - R10

Wo St

No matter which decor you choose, both structures provide a pleasant, matte surface. 
Due to the respective embossing, they appear very authentic and are modern at the same time.
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Product used:  Toscana Oak

33

NEW

Take a look at the laying 
video on youtube!

Keyword : „Trenovo“
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Product used: Highland Oak

34
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Product used: Basalt dark PRO

35
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Laminate skirting

Side panel for
open steps

Small corner fillet for open
rises or other cutting edges

Color identical sillicone

Corner fillet for the step bottom and installation aid

Stabilisation profile and installation glue

Riser in 5 lengths

Steps in 5 lengths
and 4 depths

LED-board

Grand corner fillet for hiding the wall strings

LED-stainless steel spot

Landing step with UNICLIC

Staircase system - Laminate

Living rooms
with intensive use

Suitable for commercial areas with
general use

Traffic category All trenovo homeline staircases meet the requirements of laminate norn EN 13329

*in residential areas

Resistant
against 

cigarette
burn

Wear
resistant

Impact
resistant

Emission
Class E 1

Coulour-
fast

Stain
resistant

Resistant to
household
chemicals

Suitable for
use on underfloor

heating
(warm water

systems)

Anti-slip
surface R10

Wiping strip
Wall strip

Landing laminate with UNICLIC

U-profile for outer skirting

Stringer 
board
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Povence Oak - Dekor-Nr.: 1240 Concrete - Decor-no.: 1332

Highland Oak - Decor-no.: 1120

Basalt dark PRO - Decor-no.: 1333 Graphite - Decor-no.: 1331

Toscana Oak - Decor-no.: 1246

Wo

St

Wo

Wo

St St

Wood - Wo
Stone - St

U-profile for outer skirting Trend-front edge TV

Decors

Concrete reproductions
Wood reproductions
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trenovo Accessories
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AFL 19 / 60
The ideal solution for landing or areas in which you are laying 
laminate floors with an identical decor to the staircase. The under-
stated, high-quality look gives you an attractive wall termination.

Size: 19 x 60 x 2700 mm

U-profile 8/68 and 8/83
You can use U-profiles to give open staircases a finish that`s iden-
tical to the décor at the back, but these strips can also be used to 
cover strings in no time at all.

Size: 8 x 68 x 2700 mm
Size: 8 x 83 x 2700 mm

Wiping strip / wall strip
(with surrounding matching ABS edge strip)
This product is available in all our homeline decors. With the tre-
novo wiping and wall strip you get a perfect wall finish. From the 
200 x 700 format cut 2 wiping strips.

Size: 8 x 200 x 700 mm

Side panel/ brainwood side panel
The side panel with precision milled grooves can be used on both 
sides - the perfect solution for the side closure of the open step. 
For the cut edge of the risers of the risers use the WL 8 x 20

Size: 10 x 70 x 500 mm

Stringboard (MDF)
An ideal solution for covering the string using a stringboard iden-
tical to the décor. Highly abrasion-resistant, scratch-resistant and 
wear-resistant, to give you an attractive solution that keeps its 
value.

Size: 8 x 410 x 2800 mm

First step
A perfectly finished first step is an eye catcher and at the same 
time extremely difficult to achieve. The precise prefabricated ele-
ments give you a high-quality and elegant appearance.

Size: Pentagonal 350 x 160 x 200 mm

LED angle strip 22 /45
Identical to the angle strip 22 /45 in terms of profile, this strip 
delivers a decisive advantage: using the pre-made milling groo-
ve enables the LED staircase lightning to be integrated so that it 
cannot be seen.

Size: 22 x 45 x 1350 mm

Wood reproductions



Corner fillet 8 /20
The “small” corner fillet is the ideal solution to cover lateral
cutting edges and open stairs.

Size: 8 x 20 x 2700 mm
20

8

Corner fillet 22 / 45 
Corner fillet for the step bottom and installation aid. Perfectly
prepared staircase elements allow a precise installation of the
corner fillet 22/45.

Size: 22 x 45 x 2700 mm

45

22

Corner fillet 8/100  
Our „big one“ covers pretty much everything. Whether it is the 
cheek or unsightly concrete chips. This product gives you many 
options.

Size: 8 x 100 x 2700 mm
100

8

3939

Design-front edge

Solution 

Trend-front edge
laminate
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Decorative mouldings:
Our skirting board corners do not only look decorative, they also ensure a perma-
nently beautiful appearance. Especially an outside corner would quickly lose its 
charm without the protection of the cap due to the inevitable bumps with the va-
cuum cleaner. The cap‘s plug-in system eliminates the time-consuming mitre cut.

Trenovo flooring:
Whether it is our laminate or our Solution collection, trenovo offers the 100% struc-
ture and decor identical flooring for all Homeline decors. This is the only way to 
ensure that the connection from the stairs to the adjacent corridor appears as if it 
is all of a piece. We manufacture our floors with the patented and easy to install 
Uniclic-system.

Mounting tape including spacer:

This building authority approved adhesive tape simplifies the assembly of the block 
steps. Time-consuming drilling and screwing is not necessary. The spacers ensure 
a constant, uniform step support.

Trenovo insulating underlay:
This high-quality underlay provides an excellent reduction of walking and footfall 
sound. The integrated steam brake provides additional protection.

Step transition profile:
With a height offset of up to 8 mm in the area of the staircase exit and the adjacent 
corridor area, the profile ensures a smooth transition.

Floor end profile:
This profile is used in case of a missing exit step of existing block staircases. This 
creates a decorative finish of the decor-identical flooring to the parapet. 

Suitable LED light system:
Light is an essential design element that can be wonderfully integrated into any 
staircase. Whether in wall or the step, the trenovo lighting system creates atmo-
sphere and safety.

Accessories
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To realize your ideas and projects, we offer you a spectrum of technical possibilities and customised
solutions.

Take advantage as a manufacturer of decorative inte-
rior finishing products!

One for all…
Our solution-interface for many applications.

A perfect interaction of all possibilities. Minimalist and elegant,
the modern folding staircase.

A side finish for open steps that is worth seeing!

Decor: Solution Concrete grey PRO Decor: Solution Tyrol Oak / brainwood side panel

True to our motto: 

Stairs in perfection!
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Michael Rennkamp

Company

Grown from our many years of experience
Trenovo Treppensysteme e.K., is based on the 50-year history 
of BHK. 20 years ago, BHK first developed a staircase profile 
based on laminate flooring, which can still be found today in a 
slightly modified form in wide-area marketing. 10 years ago, the 
wrapped stair step was developed as a trenovo stair renovation 
system for the renovation sepcialist companys. Our systems are 
industrially produced at the Büren site and sold nationally and 
internationally.

The trenovo system is the complete solution for new construc-
tions and renovations. Its professionalism is not only shown in 
the surfaces. For you as a customer the trenovo system offers 
best material quality, short ways of communication, flexible re-
action times and a perfected logistic.

Environment
At trenovo we feel obligated as both people and as a company to 
do everything we can to preserve our resources and protect our 
environment. The trenovo staircase system and all other products 
are produced with great care and responsibility towards nature. In 
selecting materials we make sure that they are natural, demonstra-
te high quality and are manufactured in an environmentally subs-
tainable manner. We use only wood materials that are sourced from 
substainable forestry. This is demonstrated by the PEFC certifica-
te. PEFC certified materials can be ordered on request. Our basic 
values are part of our system. For this reason, compliance with 
environmental guidelines, product quality and work safety in our 
facilities are audited at regular intervals. Since the year 2000 we 
have been certified in accordance with ISO 9001 and ISO 50001. 
We burn wood and paper waste in our own power plant and use the 
power generated for our heat and electrical power supply.

Heinz Kottmann

Stairs in perfection
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trenovo Treppensysteme e.K., 
Inh. Heinz Kottmann

Heidfeld 5 - 33142 Büren

Phone: 02951 – 93201 – 0
Fax: 02951 – 93201 – 46

Email: info@trenovo.de
www.trenovo.de

Stairs in perfection


